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THE PROTON-PROTON INTERACTION 

R. S. Christian and H. P. Noyes 

December 23 9 1949 

INTRODUCTION 

In this report we shall attempt to fit the proton-:proton s~attering data at. 

32(l)( 2) and 350 Mev( 3 ) by the use of static nuclear potentialso This description 

is phenomenological and as such may be considered a. sequel to the report. concer.ned 

with determining the n~p interaction from the scattering data. at 40~ 9~( 4 )( 5 )(S) 
and 280 Mevo( 7 ) 

The success that was obtained in the n-p system would seem to be sufficient 

grounds for expecting that p-p scattering would likewise b~ interpretable by means 

of static potentialso In fact we might be tempted to predict the p-p nuclear 

potential from our knowledge of the n-p potential as determined by the high energy 

sca.tteringo This prediction could be made either on the hypothesis that the nuclear 

potential is charge independent (ioea depends only upon whether the two particles 
.- - .. 

are in a. singlet or triplet spin sta.te) 9 or in terms of an attempt to explain the 

saturation of nuclear forces. 

If we were to follow the first assumption (the :.;a-called synunetry hypothesis) 

there would be no free parameters entering the p-p theory 9 since the results of 

the n-p experiments are quite definitea For both singlet and triplet states these 

experiments show that there are no (or very small) odd parity forces. Therefore 

on the basis of charge symmetry one might expect that the n-p and p-p scattering 

:would be quite similar. This is in obvious disagreement 1rith the experimental 

results as is seen in Figure 1. 

In order to better understand the prediction of the charge symmetric theory 

we must consider in more detail the fundamental differences between n~p and P=P 
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scatteringo Firstly9 for 32 Mev protons the coulomb repulsion is dominant in the 

scattering at angles less than 20~ Between 20° and 40° or 50° the angular ~ra.riation • v 

is governed by the nuclear=coulomb interference termso The remaining region arot~d 

900 is virtually the same as for simple nuclear scatteringo Secondly9 the p=p system$ 

being composed of identical particles obeying the exclusion principle
9 
has fewer 

states than. the n=p systemo Specifically only even parity singlet states and odd 

parity triplet states can be presento . 1 3 1 3 Thus scattering occurs only ~n S9 P9 D9 F~ooo 

states 0 and the charge symmetric theory predicts the virtual absence of triplet 

scatteringo The n·~p system/) on the contrary!) has scattering from both singlet and 

triplet even parity states so that a direct comparison must be justifiedo In order 
. 

to learn what part of the complete n-p scattering is singlet scattering we must 

recall that in order to lead to the low total n-p cross section the singlet range o 

=13 must be g:r.'eater than 2 x 10 

singlet cross section that has 

cmo Thl.s gives an angular distribution for the 

· d(l80°) . 
an even higher ratio of ( ) than the complete 

d 900 

scattering from both states 9 making a direct comparison of the relative angular 

variation of the complete n=p and p=p cross sections possible in the region from 

50° to 90° 0 Thus the 32 Mev p=p results show that the charge symmetry hypothesis 

is untenableo 

Alternatively we could attempt to predict the p~p scattering by directing 

our attention to the phenomenon of the saturation of nuclear forceso The n•up 

experiments rule out the possibility of n-p repulsive forces of anything like the 

magnitude required to explain saturationo The low energy experiments show that 

the singlet p=p forces are a.ttractiveo Thus the only remaining way for the p=p 

forces to lead. to saturation would be the existence of strong repulsive forces in 

the triplet stateo Since the triplet scattering amplitude is antisymmetricD the · 

scattering from a central triplet potential is zero at 90°o Hence such repulsive 

forces would lead to an angular cross section rising even more rapidly on either 

. ..,. 
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side of 90° than that predicted by the charge symmetric theory and are conclusively 

excluded by the datao 

Thus both the hypothesis of the charge independence of nuc~ear forces ana 

the possi bi.li ty _of strong repulsive forces in the triplet p=p s"j:;ate such as seem 

to be required for the saturation of nuclear forces are already disallowed by the 

p~p scattering at 32 Mev., The 350 Mev scattering is even more strikingly anomalous 

(cfo Figure l)o The experiments indicate a nearly spherically symmetric distribution 

over the range from 41° to goo having an absolute magnitude that is twice the maxi

mum possible for S wave scattering aloneo Since the n-p scattering at 280 Mev was 

in good agre~ment with a non-relativistic potential mode+ it is difficult to accept 

this as a relativistic effecto Again both charge symmetry and repulsive triplet 

forces would lead to scattering strongly peaked at 0° and 180° and a.n order of magni

tude lovrer in value at goo than the observed p-p cross section~ and are conclusively 

disprovedo This scattering is superficially similar to classical hard sphere 

scatteringo However, since the wavelength of 350 Mev protons is only three or 

four times shorter than the range of the attractive region that must surround and 

include such a sphere in order to explain the low energy results 0 the sphere cannot 

be made large enough to give classical hard sphere scattering at this energyo This 

point is discussed in more detail belowo· 

In spite of the.suprising divergence of the observed p-p scattering from that 

which had been expected previous to the experiments 9 it has proved possible to 

reconcile all the existing data with the scattering predicted from a static nuclear 

potentialo This model consists of a shallow singlet potential and a highly singular 

triplet tensor potentialo The main body of this paper is concerned with justifying 

this modelo 

In view of the apparently fundamental differences between the expected and the 

observed p=p scatteringD and the various complicating factors in the analysis of 
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the datav we have devoted the first part of this report to a more or less qualio, 

tative discussion of' p=p soatteringo In this section we will give typical results 

for various potential models but will not discuss which radial dependence is to te 

prefer-redo Rather we wish to emphasize the salient features in the analysis in 

order to furnis4 a basis for understanding the calculations which follow in Part 2o 

PART L QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION 

It has been shown by many authors t~~:~.t i:;he exp~riments below 14 Mev are com= 

pati ble Yll'i th S wave scattering alone ( 8 ) and that these experiments have determined 

only the scattering length and effective rangeo (g) This indicates that no one of 

the radia.l forms usually assumed is to be preferredo It need hardly be emphasized 

that the low energy experiments give little information concerning the interactions 

in states of higher angular momentum (especially the P state) other than putting 

upper limits on the magnitudes of the interactions i~ these stateso 

(4)(6) 
The n=p experiments a.t 40 Mev have shown that there is scattering in the 

D state and little scattering in the P state 9 and that the magnitudes of these 

interactions could be detenninedo It wa.s therefore expected that since the range 

of forces for the p~p system is comparable 8 the scattering would likewise ·occur 

primarily in the S.9 P and D stateso 

It wa.s observed immediately9 as has been pointed out in the experimental 

papers~ 1 ) ( 2 ) that the data was in good agreement with that predicted 0y S wave 

scs:ttering al oneo This is in definite disagreement with the scattering predicted 

by the usual potential modelso The reason is that the S state interaction com= ~ .. 
pletely specifies the entire singlet interaction9 and in particular the effective 

range is so long that the D wave predicted at this energy is incompatible with the 

experimental resultso (It would of course be possible to choose a potential that 

would give only S scattering at 32 Mev IJ but the effective range of such a potential 

' 
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VJOuld then be much too short to fit the low energy regiono ) 

If we consider in detail the predictions of the usual models we find that 

even for the most cut off potential (the square well) the D phase shift is already 

too large (Oo77°), and as is to be expected the more long=tailed Yukawa potential 

has an even larger D phase shift (lo4°)o The adverse effect of such D phase shifts 

on the angular distribution can be readily seen by reference to the second panel 

of Figure 2o The origin of this effect is destructi ~re interference be·tween S and 

D wave scattering in the region around goo o This interference term is proportion:::."!. 

The usual 

models predict positive values for 58 and o D9 so that this term has a minimllm 

at 90° as is observed in the n=p scatterinr; but not in the p=p caseo (Figure 2 

also demonstrates that the coulomb scattering has little effect in the region 

from 50° to goo and hence cannot alter this conclusiono) 

The central triplet scattering amplitude being antisymmetric leads to a cross 

section that is zero at 90° 9 and since there is no interference with the singlet 

state it can only add to the rise away from 90°o Therefore scattering in this 

state will increase the discrepancy between the predictions made from the central 

force model and the experimentso Alternatively we can see this directly from the 

fact that the p SCattering iS proportional to Sin2 bp COS2 QD ShOWing that the 

cos2 G term must have a positive coefficient., These-- effects are illustrated in 

the third panel of Figure 2o 

In order to explain the 32 Mev dataD we require a model that would predict 

essentially spherically symmetric scattering in the absence of the coulomb fieldo 

We have already seen" that central force scattering pr~dicted by monatonically 

decreasing potential models of the usual radial form is in qualitative disagree= 

ment with experimento Conceivably a more complicated radial dependence 9 such as 

a. repulsive lip on a square well.o could lead to negligible D phase shifts at 
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32 Mevo Attempts to build such models have been unsuccessful because they have 

effective ranges too short to fit the low energy datao In view of the straight~ 

forward interpretation of the n=p scattering and the inherent difficulty of using 

such a model to fit the 350 Mev data9 it did not appear profitable to pursue such 

models any f'urthero 

The remaining alternatives within the framework c;>f the potential picture» is 

the possibility that the D wave is masked by the scattering from tensor forces in 

the t:r'iplet sta.teo /1. favorable result is predicted by the use of the Born app!"o: -~ 

mation to c:ompv.te the scattering ( cf o Figure 3) o (The Born approximation j s ·· L 

for the P waves since the centrifugal barrier reduces the effect of the nuc1er.r 

potential to a small perturbationo) The scattering computed this way is peeked 

at 90° and hence can. add to the singlet cross sections which dips at 90° 9 to give 

an s,lmost flat nuclear cross sectiono When the coulomb effects. are included the 

resulting angular di stri but ion is quite similar to S wave scattering ( cf o Figure 4) o 

Thus a proper choice of range and depth .for the tensor potential can lead to agree-

ment with the experimentso (An alternative way of understanding why the scattering 

can have a finite value at 90° even though it takes place in odd states is that 

the tensor force brings about a change in angular momentum.» and t-essera.l harmonics 

other than the Legendre polynomials enter into the scatterin~ amplitudeo We can 

then see that the presence of Yi(9v¢) "" ei~ sin G in aq~i tion to Y~(Gsfl1) = cos g 

leads to terms with a sin2 Q symmetry which when added to the cos2 9 symmetry terms . 

in the singlet scattering could lead to a. flat nuclear cross sectiono) 

The. 350 Mev data will first be analyzed independently of the 32 Mev datao 

The two models so derived will then be compared and reconciledo In order to further 

emphasize the anomalous nature of the high energy scattering 0 we note that if we 

assumed (arbitrarily) that there were no interactions in other than S states the 

predicted cross section would be spherically syrrrrnetric but ten or more times too 

.. "' 
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s.mallo (Recall that even the maximum possible S wave cross section is only one

half the measured valueo) 

To analyze the situation in somewhat more detail we shall first consider the 

scattering that would result from the singlet state (since in this state the potential 

is completely specified by the assumption of a particular radial fonn)o At 350 Mev 

the Born approximation is valid for central scattering and predicts the strong for-

ward maximum illustrated in Figure 5o Alternatively we may view the problem in 

terms of a partial wave decompositiono Only the even Legendre polynomials comprise 

the scattering amplitudeo The even polynomials are all 1 at 0° and 180° and alter-

I 

Scattering by the usual monatonic potential models predicts that all phase shifts 

will have the smne signs so that there is constructive interference at 0° and 180° 

and destructive interference at 90°9 giving a characteristic peaking of the angular 

dis tri buti on o 

In order to obtain a flat cross section it would be necessary to require that 

phase shifts of even parity alternate in sign with increasing £ » resulting in a 

singlet cross section peaked at 90°o Then if this cross section were added to 

the central triplet cross section (which is always zero at 90°) a flat cross section 

would resulto It does not appear possible 9 however 9 ~o find a singlet potential 

that will fit the scattering in the low energy region while at the same time pre-

dieting the requi'red alternation in sign of the high energy phase shiftso 

Before turning to the tensor models we will first consider the so~cal1ed 

hard sphere scattering which can have the required characteristic of giving phase 

. ~13 . t 0 ht shifts of alternating signo At this wave=1ength of Oo5 x 10 em ~ m1g appear 

superficially that a repulsive core in the central potential would give the desired 

resulto However 9 it is found tha~ when the effective range is fitted the repulsive 

core cannot extend more than Oo7 x 10=13 cmo Since the repulsive core is then not 
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much larger than the wave-length of the proton 9 scattering occurs predominantly 

from the surrounding attractive region (which is required in order to give agrecnent ·' 

with the low energy data)o Such a model results in scattering in the high energ:·.r 

region similar to that predicted by more usual formso 

Again we must appeal to the tensor force in order to obtain agreement with the 

experimental datao In fact 9 if we recall that at 32 Mev we needed to add a triplet 

cross section that was peaked around 90° in order to mask the minimum in the singlet 

scattering we see that the situation at 350 Mev is very similaro We can again use 

the tensor force to obtain agreements for in Born approximation scattering depends 

only on the combination kR where k is the wave nUmber and R the range of the potential. 

That is 9 to produce the same scatter~ng at a higher energy we need only contract 

the range by a factor that is the square root of the energy ratio 9 and adjust the 

depth to give the desired absolute magnitude to the scattering. 

We therefore have indications of a tensor potential at both 32 and 350Mev.., and 

need only show that the requirements for the two cases are compatible. As the 

energy changes different regions of the potential will play the more dominant roleo 

For examples at 32 Mev the potential region at distances of the order of 3 to 

4 x 10=13 em is most important while at 350 Mev the potential region at distances 

of the order of 1 x lo=l3 em has become important. By adjusting the range and 

depth of a tensor potential of any given radial for.m the predictions may be made to 

fit the 32 Mev experimental data. However at 350 Mev the P wave protons are able 

to explore the potential in to considerably shorter distances and it is necessary 

to have a strong interaction in this region in order to explain the very high 

350 Mev cross sectiono The tensor scattering calculated for a singular potential 

in Born approximation as illustrated in Figure 3 illustrates these remarkso From 

the foregoing curves we can also see that an appreciable fraction of the 32 Mev 

scattering must be explained in terms of tensor forces if we wish to obtain 
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agreement with the high energy datao These curves further show that the tensor 

potential would probably have little effect below 10 Mev as the scattering nmom1ts 

to less than 1 percent of the total scatteringo 

PART 2o CALCULATIONS 

Ao Methods 

The singlet scattering fran a potential of given radial form depending on 

two parameters is completely specified by the sqattering l~ngth and effective 

range» ~ch are determined by the scattering below 10 Mevo The general method of 

determining these parameters for a given radial dependence is discussed in detail 

by Blatt a~d Jacksono(g) The S scattering due to the nuclear potential alone at 

higher energies was calculated by direct numerical integration of the radial wave 

equation giving the S phase shifto The true S phase shift (in the presence of the 

coulomb field) was then obtained by treating the coulomb field as a perturbation 

according to the method of Chffiv and Goldbergero(lO) The corrections amounted to 

approximately one degree or lesso The D phase shift was calculated in Born approxi-

mation considering only the nuclear forceso (This method was checked by numerical 

integration in the case of the Yukawa poential~ corrected for the coulomb field as 

aboveo The results at 32 Mev: lo33° for the Born a~proximationa lo45° for the 

exact nuclear calculations lo40° with the coulomb correction were assumed to be a 

satisfactory checko) Higher waves than the D were found to be negligible at 32 Mevo 

As was shown in Part 1 9 it was not necessary to calculate any odd p'ari ty 

phase shifts due to central forces 9 but the tensor scattering was requjredo This 
Jms 

was calculated using the exact values of the complex phase shiftss.Dt s which 

enter into the tensor scatteringo The result was in good agreement with that 

predicted by the Born approximation" There is a slight ~endency for the Born 

approximation to predict somewhat larger angular variations than are found in the 
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more exact calculationso This can readily be understood in terms of the h: .. gher 

approximations of the Born approximation for then the scattering amplitude sntering 

into each successive iteration (or each successive collision) is less well c.:ollini~::ct,:;;d 

than that entering the previous i teration9 due to the scattering that oc.curs o A 

further sms.ll differ·ence between the exact and the Born calculations occurs in the 

absolute magnitude 9 a tensor force taken with a positive sign (ioeo 9 same sign as 

for the deuteron) always has less scattering in the exact calculation while the 

tensor f'oroe ta,ken with a negati've sign always has more scatteringo A comparison 

between the exact predictions using the two signs and with the result of the Born 

approximation is afforded by reference to Figures 6 and 7 o 

The. phase shifts arising from the coupled states entering the exact cal= 

culations were carried out by iteration (in the manner described in reference 6) 

after ·they had been cast in the form of coupled integral equa.tionso In the case 

of the uncoupled states any of the methods usually appl:i.cable to central scattering 

may be usedo We found that the integral variational expression was sufficiently 

accurate when the proper component of the plane wave was used as a trial functiono 

From the relatively small differences shown in Figures 6 and 7 D we decided 

it was unneGessary to carry out the exact calculations for the nuclear part of the 

scatteringo This is particularly so because we are able to offset any difference 

in absolute magnitude by choosing a slightly altered tensor depth (which will be 

determined only very roughly anyway from the present data)o One diffic:ulty with :.. 

using the Born approximation is that the interference term ( cf o ,Appendix. 1 9 for a 

derivation of this term) between the nuclear and coulomb scattering identically 

v·anishes 9 while the exact calculations at 32 Mev show that the P wave component 

. of the nuclear scattering interferes appreciably with the coulomb-scatteringo We 

t t tw 1 d h hift c 00 ap..d .£
1 

+ and al«o had therefore o compu e o uncoup e p as e s s D o 1 u 1 9 ., 

iterate the coupled 
3
P

2 
+ 3

F
2 

stateo The iteration process is rather tedious and 
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as the magnitudes of the phase shifi:B were small compared with the uncoupled phase 

shifts~> v.re used the WKB appr·oximation to obtain these phase shiftso We shall con-

sider this approximation in more detail belowz If the ~ro independent solutions 

of the coupled equations have the asymptotic form 

where L "" ft or 2J 0
"' 1 depending upon which is the dominant state~> then the nuclear 

phase shift may be ea.sily sho1m to be given by 

where now L ~ 2J = 1 only9 and we have set ai~ In the case of the 

3 F2 state w·e have found that the Born approxin1ation yields all quantities 

in this expression with the exception of 8 i1 8 with sufficient accuracy, This 

we haye computed by using the nequivalent central potential" (cfo reference 6) in 

WKB approximation and then applying the Born approximation to this potential to 

obtain the phase shift., c5 i1 is then the sum of tw'O terms one of vmich i"s identical 

with that predicted by the Born approximation applied directly to the coupled 

equations and the other is of the nature of a correction term8 and has the value 

/ 

where we have written the tensor potential!> 

r3 ( g-1 °1) ( cSz 0 t) 

L r2 

and 

gp,.(kx) 
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This procedure applied to the exponential and Yukawa radial dependences yi0lds 

the coefficients of the interference terms vri thin a few percent the ooeffid entB 

determined from an exact calculationo 

For the 350 Mev scattering the coulomb scattering was neglected and the 

singlet scattering was computed in Born approximationo 

Th .. ::- sl:r.gle-t cross sections for the squarev exponential0 and Yuka~'la models 

.- I 
In each case the rang? and depth hav-e been chosen. to 

agree 1d.tb. Blatt and Jacksonr s low energy analysiso (The range and depth of the 

YttlGX\llra pc1tenti:aJ. and square well were detennined· independently by Chew and Gold= 

- .. 
berger b€·fnre the :t'esul ts of' Blatt and J ac:kson were available to us and agree 

111d;t.h t:h.eLr· . assigned limits of' error o) These. para1·neten: ~ together with the S and 

D phase shif'ts at 20 and 32 Mev; are collected in Table lo Clearly there are 

signifit~ant differences in the angular. distributio~s predi'cted by the ya:rious 
. - ~ ~- :' . ·. 

models" However; ·the magnitude of' the. D phase shift is alwa;ys large enough to 
... \;·· ' 

yield a curtre that has a characteristically different she,pe than the experimental 
•. 

:results in the region from 50° to 90° and too low in absolute value at 90°o The 
·'\' 

principal reason for this is the· presence of a :?2 coefficient in t.he nuclear 

scat~ter:l'.ng arising from the interference bertv,reen the S and. the D waves6 

Th6 addition of a central ·P wave does not change the cross section at 90° 
·~· ' 

.·,, 

as can be seen in Figure 9 whete we have indicated the effect of adding posi ti.ve 

and :negative P phase shifts to th~ scattering predicted by the Yukawa model (which 
. '·· : ~' . ·' . 

comes clc.Eest to fitting the 90° poin't)o Clearly the~e curves do not agree vr.i.th 
.. " 

the experimental results.? primarily because the nuclear cross section ad.d.s in the 

region from 50o to 90° .(where the coulomb interference c~ be neglected)o 

It. is seen f':rom Table I that the D phase shift increases as the poten'tial 
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becomes more long tailedo Since the D phase shift is too large even for the 

square potential we are forced to turn to more complicated radial forms 9 if we 

wish to account for the 32 Mev scattering by central interactions aloneo Such a 

potential might be expected to be repulsive at long distances and attractive at 

short distanceso Accordingly some attempts were made to annul the D wave by 

adding a repulsive lip to the square wello They met with little success 9 and 

having r·egard to the inherent difficulties implicit in such an approach when 

e.ppUed to attempt an explanation of the 350 Mev results 9 this approach was 

abandoned" 

As discussed in Part 1 9 the effect of adding tensor force in the purely 

nuclear scattering is to prod~ce a more nearly spherically· symmetric angular 

distributiono The depth of the tensor potential and hence the amplitude of the 

scattering may be considered arbitrary9 and must eventually be chosen to give 

agreement with the .experimental datao In Figure 10 we have shown the result of 

adding the tensor scattering to the singlet state scatteringo Clearly9 if the 

same radial dependence is assumed to hold for both singlet and triplet states 9 

approximate agreement may be obtained for the exponential potential with depth 

Vt ,., ..!, 50 Mevo If we drop the restriction that the singlet and triplet potentials 

have the same radial dependence$ it is clear that we can obtain better agreementv 

especially with the photographic data 9 by using the combination of square well 

for the singlet potential and Yukawa for the triplet (cfo Figure ll)o (This 

combina.tion utilizes a square well with the constants previously found for the 

singlet state and a tensor Yukawa well of range loZ5 x 10~13 em and Vt = + 26 Mevo) 

As was remarked in Part 1 tensor scattering at 32 Mev is only able to explore 

the tail of the potential 9 and consequently there is little uniqueness to the 

radial form which can be established from the 32 Mev datao To illustrate this we 

may consider the Born approximationo In this approximation the triplet differential 



cross section (oonsidering only the nuclear part) is proportional to 

where 

c1(o·) ,.._,~2 (o) + c2(1i = o) + c(o) c(Tr ~ o)] 

G 
K"" 2k sin-

2 
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g 
Plots propo:r·tiona.l to C(G) are shovm in Figure 12 as a function of a(2kR sin T) 

where a has been a.djusted such that each model predicts almost the same scatter~ng 

=13 at 32 Mevo (Reoa:ll that the Yukawa potential with R "' lo25 x 10 em gave a good 

flt to -f;,he data ·when combined with a shallow singlet potentiaL) From these 

plots we fi:n.d that the following ranges are practically equivalent with respec.t 

to the ~~;2~ Mev scatteringg R ""' 3o8 x 10=13 em (square) 9 R "' loO x 10·=13 em (expo~ 

nen.t:'L~1L R ""lo25 X 10~'13 em (Yuke.wa)D R"" ZoO X lo=13 cm2 (ex:p(=r/R)/(r/R) 2) 

I:c. the plots of C(O) vte have chosen the scale of the abscissa such that 

a(2kB s:in ~-)~" l for Q "" 90° with a. k corresponding to 32 Mevo For other angles 

we move up and down the abscissa according to sin f (eo go 9 to obtain the value 

for G(l80°) at 32 Mev read the ordinate for an abscissa '[2)o The 90° point at 

othe:c energies can be readily located as it is given at an abscissa wb.ich is 

the squr;;rfi· root of the rat.io of that energy to 32 Mevo Thus to obtain the value 

of C(90°) at 350 Mev read the ordinate at an abscissa of.~ "" 3o30o 

As the energy increases a large difference in scattering occurs be~~een the 

various modelso The more shallow potentials give less scattering relative to that 

at 32 Mevo From the predictions of the various models for the singlet state it 

-· 
seem.s reasonable to allow approximately one~third of the nuclear scattering at 

32 Mev to be of tensor origino This gives a. tensor cross section at 32 Me·v which 

is comparable to the 350 Mev cross section in magni tudeo We therefore see that the 

Yukawa and other even less concentrated (io eo 9 shallower) potentials do not pre= 

die'!:; !i su.f'ficiently high cross section at 350 Mev·., It is therefore necessary to 
=r/R 

use the singular potential e 2 o The results for the complete cross section 
(~)" 

.. 
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at 350 Mev· a.re compared in Figure 13o In order to indicate the essential features 

of the singular modelv we again examine the curves in Figure 12o Clearly a square 

11 f 4 1 ·~13 ' tt 0 f' h f .., we o range x 0 em grves sea er~ng o t e correct orm to fit the 32 JJJle"v 

data, while e.. square well of range 1 x 10=13 em gives 350 Mev scattering approxi-

mating to that predicted by the singular modeL Thus by combining the shallow 

long range square well with a deep short range square well (which will not be 

explored by 32 Mev P wave protons) scattering approximating to that predicted by 

the s:J.ngular moq.el can be obtainedo 

Co· Summary of Results 

We have shmrn. that the 32 Mev data can be fitted by means of two combinations 

of cent:r.·al and tensor fo:rceo These areg L The radial dependence is chosen the 

same for the central and tensor potentialo The best fit is then with an exponential 

radial dependence of range Oo 7 x lo=l3 em and with a tensor depth of .:, 50 Mev·o This 

model fits the counter data better than the photographic datao 2o The radial de= 

pendence is singular for the tensor potential and shallow a:q.d cut off for the 

central potentiaL The best fit is with a singlet square well of range 2o 6 x 10""13 

em and with either a Vt ex:p(=r/R)/(r/R) radial dependence (with R = L3 x 10<~13 em 

.and Vt = ~ 26 Mev) or with a more singular potential Vt exp(=r/R)/(~/R) 2 with 

R = 2o0 x. lo=l3 em and Vt = + 22 Mevo These combinations give better fits to the 

photographic dataa 

To fit the 350 Mev data we have shown that a very singular tensor force must 

2 be used11 such as the exp(=r/R)/(r/R) ., The essential feature is that tl:).ere must 

' ~13 
b~ a strong interaction in regions less than 0.,5 x 10 · em., 

The best fit of the combined data is therefore obtained by using the singular 

potential so adjusted. that approximately one=third of the nuclear scattering at 

32. Mev is a.ccountable to tensor scattering., 
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It is clear that the present data are not sufficiently extensive to permit 

very precise specification 'of the radial forms; however 9 in the foregoing summary 

we have tried to emphasize the salient features of each modelo 

CONCLUSIONS/ 

We have shown that it is possible to fit all the present p-p data by means of 

a shallow central potential for the singl~t states end a singular tensor potentia]. 

for th~ _triplet sta~eso 

Quite apart from the potential models assumed» however" even the most casual 

comparison of the p=p data at 32 Mev with the n-p data at 40 Mev and 9 e~pecially 

a comparison of the 340 Mev p-p data with the 280 Mev n-p data shows that nuclear 

scattering is charge dependento In particular9 there is definite evidence in the 

n=p scattering data that large tensor scattering does not occur in the odd parity 

stateso 

It is possible that the radial dependences found necessary for p~p · sc:attering 

would be acceptable for the.n-p·scattering.even _though the exchange behavior is 

differento A clefini te statement regarding this niust await detai 1 ed calculations 9 

howevero 

Fi:rialiy we must take notice of the:fact that no large repulsive forces have 
. . . 

shown up in either the n=p or the_ p~p system_ of sufficient magnitude to account 

for nuclear saturation if saturation is to be· predicted from two body forceso In 

both cases they would have been very easily detected 9 independent of the potential 

model assurriedo 

. . 
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APPENDIX I 

The triplet cross section is given by. 

(lA) 

where 

a "' e2/kv 

t =1 a ~1 a· = an - + tan - +-- ·" o t . t:-1 

yt (~/)~) are the normalized tesseral harmonics and stms are the customary 
. - . 

(complex) phase shifts that occur in tensor scattering (defined here in the 

presence of the coulomb field)o 
.· ·.. . ,· ' .· -2 - . . . 

In Equation (lA) the term fnvolving !R~. is just the usual triplet coulomb 

scattering and the t:~s £ N11 .. *N~ are lthe ~sua{ nuclear scattering., The remaining 
-- tJ..rr , . . 

terms represent the interference-between nuclear and coulomb scattering, 

In our calculations of the tensor scattering the coulomb modification of the 

nuclear phase shift v{as neglected as the expected order o.f magnitude of this 

modification was very small compared to the P phase shiftso Further the nuclear·= 

coulomb interference terms wer.e calculated. only for the P wave part of the nuclear 

scattering~> These terms can then be written 

9P1 (cos G) r· sin a.1 sin h~(l .. 2 ~oo 
--- = · . - s~n 01 

2k2 82 02 9 

[
cos •1 cos. ~l](l . ('OO 

s2 ~ c2 9 s~n 01 

(2/1.) 



where a,l "' a. Q.Jl S 2 + 2 ( c:rl = C5'o ) 

~1 "" a. h. c2 + 2(6i ~o0 ) 

s2 = sj,.,2 G/2 

c2 = cos2 G/2 

Jm 2i c-Jms 
A L s = Re ( e · 0 q_ = 1 ) 

BJms c' 2i&Jms L =Ime 2- ) 
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(2A) reduces to the expression given by Go Breit» C() Kittel 9 and Ho M. Thaxton, 

3 . 3 
Physical Review ~9 255» (1940) when the coupling between the P2 and F2 

scattering is neglectedo 
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TABLE I 

Singlet phase shifts at 32 Mev for various radial forms 

adjusted to fit the law energy seatteringo 

Model 

v~(!.)= P'e 
c R lo 

r<.R 

r>R 

r V e=r/R 
V (- )>=< __;C~-

C R r/R 

13o273 Mev 

108o27 Mev 

49o350 Mev 

R 

-13 2o615 X .10 em 

0 7088 x lo-13 em 

-13 lol417 X 10 em 

Phase Shift 
s D 

• 
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Figure 3o 

Figure 5o 
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Figure 7o 

·Figure 8o 

Figure 9o 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS . 

Comparison of n=p and p~p scattering datao 

Effects of Ss D. and P waves on 32 Mev scatteringo The upper set of 

curves give the nuclear scatteringo The lower set include the effects 

of coulomb forceso 

Tenso~ scattering from a singular potential at various energieso The 

energies in Mev are given parametrically on the curveso 

Effect of adding tensor scattering to the singlet scattering at 32 Mevo 

Ao Nuclear scatteringo Bo Scattering including the effects of coulomb 

forceso The tensor scattering is that from a potential of exponential 

radial dependence (R ~ o71 X 10=13 cm 9 Vt =~50 Mev)o 

Singlet scattering at 350 Mev as predicted for a potential having 

Yukawa radial dependenceo 

Comparison of exact and Born calculations for tensor force scattering 

at 32 Mev from a potential of Yukawa radial dependence (R = 1o2·5 x lo=l3cm), 

Comparison of exact and Born calculations for tensor force. scattering 

at 350 Mev from a potential of Yukawa radial dependence 

Singlet scattering at 32 Mev from potentials with various radial forms 

adjusted to fit the low energy scatteringo Data taken from reference 

2 ( 3 L, 8 Mev) o 

P wave scattering added to the singlet scattering predicted by the 

Yukawa potential at 32 Mevo 

Figure lOo Total scattering at 32 Mev by singlet and triplet tensor potentials 

of the same radial formo (The singlet potentials have range and 

depth adjusted to fit the low energy scatteringo) Ao Square 

Bo Exponential Co Yukawa. 
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Figure llo Singlet plus triplet tensor scattering at 32 Mevo The singlet 

potential is a square well (R = 2o615 X 10=13···cmJ) v~ = l3o273 Mev)o 

and the tensor potential is.a Yukawa potential (R:;; lo25 x 10=13 cm6 

Vt =.::;, 26 Mev)o The experimental points are taken from reference (1) 

(at 29 .. 4 Mev) and have been reduced in magnitude by 5 percent. 

Figure 12o Born tensor scattering amplitude for various potentialso The 

abscissa scale has been adjusted so that all potentials will give the 

same angular distribution at 32 Mev as the Yukawa potential with 

R = lo 25 x 10~·13 'em for a sui table choice of deptho 

Figure l3o Complete cross section at 350 Mev for various tensor models adjusted 

to fit the 32 Mev datao The legend shows the tensor model usedo 

Data taken from reference (3)o 
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